Activation of HTLV-I long terminal repeat by apoptosis inducing agents: mechanism and implications for HTLV-I pathogenicity (review).
HTLV-I is the etiological agent of adult T-cell leukemia (ATL), tropical spastic paraparesis/HTLV-I associated myelopathy (TSP/HAM) and certain other clinical disorders. After infection in human the virus enters into a latent state, in which very low viral gene expression can be detected. On the other hand several major characteristics of ATL and TSP/HAM indicate that their genesis requires activation of the dormant virus. TSP/HAM is characterized by high virus expression, which accounts for most of its immunopathological manifestations, whereas the process leading to ATL is believed to be initiated by the viral Tax protein, implying that it requires, at least, a temporary activation of the latent virus. Data from our and other laboratories suggest that this activation may likely be induced by environmental or/and intrinsic apoptosis-inducing factors. Moreover, we have demonstrated a mechanistic linkage between the activation of the viral promoter and the early stage of the apoptotic cascade. However, we have also shown that Tax rescues virus-expressing T-cells from apoptotic death. This suggests that Tax protein, emerging after activation of the latent virus, can rescue the host cells of the activated virus from the ultimate apoptotic death. Since the development of both TSP/HAM and ATL seems to depend on the viral Tax protein, we describe a possible system for anti Tax gene-therapy approach based on a negative transdominant mutant Tax gene.